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"BELFAST AND ITS CHARITABLE SOCIETY," a Story of Urban Social Development,
by R. A)V. M/. Strain. (Pp. xvi + 333; figs. 80. 45s.) London, Oxford University Press,
1961.
THOSE of us who have enjoyed the privilege of hearing Dr. Strain lecture on the Belfast
Chatitable Society, or have seen the thesis on this subject which he presented for the Ph.D.
degree of the Queen's University, have looked forward to reading this book; and we are
not disappointed. He has presented us with a truly remarkable achievement. It was in 1946
that he accepted an invitation to become Physician to the Society, and it is not surprising
that he became more and more interested, not only in the old people who had found in
"the Charitable" a quiet refuge so near the very centre of the busy city, but also in the
lovely old house itself, and the Society which created and maintains it. The more deeply
he delved into the past the more he found the roots entwined with, or even to be the actual
roots of, many other beneficent institutions: the General Hospital and Dispensary, the
linen and cotton trades, the civic water supply-it was indeed "a widening circle of
philanthropy." The Society anticipated Beveridge's desire to serve from "the cradle to the
grave," for did it not provide the new burying ground?
Books on local history are prone to fall into two categories: the purely factual and
statistical, which can be dreadfully dull, and the anecdotal, where the writer records odd
and whimsical stories he has found. Dr. Strain has given us the facts, but has done so in
such a fashion that one reads on, fascinated by the tale which he unfolds. Nor does he,
like the sundial, count only the sunny hours. He tells us candidly and without bitterness
the sorry story of the unending struggle to gain funds; how "the Poores Money" was
embezzled; of the miserable and cheese-paring measures thought sufficient for the relief
of abject misery; of the "severe flogging" of a boy who sought to escape from the "'House,"
wZith its crampinig restrictions, into the free world, with its hazards and dangers; of the
acrid bickering between the Donegall family and the Society.
The Society earned a precarious income for miany years by supplying the citizens of
Belfast with water, and Dr. Strain has devoted four chapters (61 pages) to tracing the varied
courses of these waters. This has not been done so precisely before, and it is now on record
for all time. The pond in our Vice-Chancellor's garden was once a reservoir, and gave a
good deal of trouble in maintenance. History repeats itself: it is again in the hands of experts.
Tfhroughout the book the author retains our interest, not only in the subject matter, but
in the manner of its presentation. He has a gift of writing as if hc were speaking. One
reason for this very pleasing stylc may be that he has lectured on this subject more than
once; indeed has lived with it for the past teni years. His final chapter, and not the least
interesting, is entitled 'Clifton House to-day." He has modestly omitted all reference to
his own splendid contribution to the welfare of its inmates, although in his Preface he has
written "I would be very proud to think that after so many years my work mi,ght be
recalled like that of one of the surgeons to the House in 1777: 'Mr. White attended and
dressed the wounds of those in the Infirmarv with care and humanity.'"
William Strain may rest assured that this will indeed be so, and that for this cause, as
well as for his book, he has earned the gratitude, not only of those who are natives of
Belfast, but of all those whom fate has brought to know and love our city and its people.
R. M.
ANTISERA, TOXOIDS, VACCINES AND TUBERCULINS IN PROPHYLAXIS AND
TREATMENT. By H. J. Parrish and D. A. Cannon. (Pp. viii + 288; figs. 44. 37s. 6d.)
Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone, 1960.
THIS is a first-class book, and is the British "classic" on immunization. All doctors who are
concerned with immunization should possess a copy of it and read it. G. W. A. D.
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